
Komnicator is ALL
communication IN ONE place
Team communication that integrates all data into
your existing email platform or the cloud.



Post and monitor Facebook, Twitter, G+, LinkedIn
Schedule posts on all platforms
Connect with VoIP
Chat with Facebook  Google Talk, Novell
Messenger, Lync/Skype, ICQ and more...
Connect to SalesForce
Connect with Lync/SkypeConnect with Lync/Skype
Multi-channel presence information
Send text messages (SKySMS compatible)
Multi-platform chat windows
Exchange, GroupWise and cloud integration
100% secure chat and file transfer is supported
through all channels using end-2-end encryption
Individually branded interface available Individually branded interface available 

Instant Messaging on many channels

Komnicator is a revolutionary cross-platform communication tool. It connects to all 
modern communication channels and integrates all information into your 
email/collaboration system or the cloud. Like a professional personal assistant 
Komnicator saves and manages your communication between different channels, 
protocols and media.

With Komnicator the conversation is key not the 
platform where it happens. Using Komnicator's 
multi-channel presence information you start a chat or 
talk where your contact is available. Komnicator let's 
you connect to the right person at the right time.

Komnicator lets you connect to your accounts on multiple 
chat networks simultaneously. This means that you can be 
chatting with friends on Facebook, talking to a friend on 
Google Talk, and having a business discussion using Novell 
Messenger all at the same time. Komnicator lets you 
monitor and manage all of these chats at the same. 

ALL in ONE

Key features:

See who's available and where



Voice (Audio) over IP

Komnicator̀s next generation SIP softphone client enables you 
to manage your communications easily and efficiently – 
allall from your computer desktop. It supports a wide range of 
Voice over IP systems. Komnicator can connect to your 
VoIP/SIP accounts or to multiple VoIP PBXs at the same time. 
You can also connect Komnicator with your Lync/Skype 
accounts (Skype for Business). All call and communication 
information can be saved and archived.

Effective Team Communication

Komnicator's Group Chat feature enables you to create an 
instant messaging chat with participants from different 
communication platforms (Facebook, Google Hangouts, ICQ, 
Novell Messenger... ). This allows your colleagues or friends to 
contribute to the conversation from what ever platform they 
are online on, even with a mobile phone. 
AndAnd all of this contents can be saved and archived to your 
existing email platform or to the SKyPRO cloud.

Secure your information

How do you keep your information secure when 
using one of the existing chat channels like Facebook 
or ICQ. 
VeryVery simple: click on the Komnicator secure chat icon 
and your data is immediately secured by a RSA-1024 
system. Komicator let's you use your favorite existing 
chat channels and still secure your data. During your 
secured chat your file transfers are also encrypted. 
KomnicatorKomnicator is applying extreme security messures. A 
typical credit card or ATM card is secured by a 4- or 
6-digit PIN code. 
KomnicatorKomnicator secures its chat content with two PIN 
codes and each PIN code has the equivalent of 309 
digits. Additionally, each chat uses different PIN 
codes. These security measures are currently 
impossible to hack.
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Integration is a key element for enterprises. Komnicator 
integrates the entire communication history with Exchange 
or GroupWise. Additionally the complete history can be 
saved to the cloud, creating compliance on the go. 
Komnicator archives full instant messaging transcripts, 
records phone calls and saves all sent and received 
SMS/text messages if configured accordingly.

Integration creates compliance

Social media monitoring and posting

Monitoring

Posting

Contact us today and/or download Komnicator for free.

Social Media platforms are more and more becoming hosts of 
conversations not only between friends but also between 
organizations and customers. Komnicator allows the usage of 
these newly emerging communication channels.

Komnicator can log in to your social media accounts on 
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Google+. The activity window 
will display your time lines and gives you the possibilities to like, 
save or re-tweet. The filtering feature allows you to customize 
the news feeds that you will see in the activity window.

Using Komnicator you can post simultaneously to several social 
media platforms. You can also schedule when and where you 
want to post your text, image or both.

Conferencing

Komnicator supports VoIP/SIP coference calls with up 
to seven participants. Often a conference call eliminates 
the need for "face-to-face" meetings. And by 
communicating through conferencing, you no longer 
need to make phone calls to many people.
AA conference call enables fast brainstorming when 
immediate action is needed. You can solve your 
problems instantly. 
A conference call is an indispensible "problem-solving" 
tool that is always readily available using Komnicator.


